The Massey-Mohr (MM), Schiff (S), and Landau-Lifshitz (LL) approximations for the total elastic cross section (Q) are intercompared. All Can be shown to follow from the same assumption, (Le., the classical small-angle deflection function, thence the Jeffreys-Born phases via the semiclassical equivalence relationship), sufficing to determine the velocity dependence of Q. Thus, for V=±G<') /r ', Q(')
T HE Massey-Mohr approximation formula l has often been used to interpret total elastic cross sections in terms of the long-range attractive part of the intermolecular potential
VCr) = -C(s) Irs;
(1) the MM formula is
QMM(s) (v) = PMM (s) [C(s) /hV]2/(s-l),
(2) where v is the relative velocity and PMM(S) is a known numerical coefficient (see Table I ). Thus the desired potential constant may be directly calculated from the cross section. 2 - 4 Recent experiments with velocity-selected 5 -7 and Maxwellian 4 molecular beams have tended to confirm the MM velocity dependence; i.e., the derived values of C (6) are found to be essentially constant over a wide range of collision energies. 8 In addition, the relative values of C (6) correlated 2 ,3,14,16 by the standard dispersion-force theory. However, absolute values of C thus obtained are subject to uncertainty due to the unknown inaccuracy of the approximation when applied either to the monotonic potential for which it is appropriate or to a "realistic" intermolecular potential (i.e., with shortrange repulsion) .
Calculations,16 based on a complete phase shift analysis for a L-J (12,6) potential showed (for a specific example) that the "true" cross section Q(l2,6) (v) oscillated around an "average" value, (Q(12 ,6) (v) ), which was greater than QMM(6) by about 10%. Helbing and Pauly17 reported partial-wave calculations of Q(l2,6) (v) for another example; the results exceeded QMM(6)(V) by about 7%. Similar partial-wave computations 18 have recently been carried out with a wide parameter variation. It was noted that (Q(12.6) (v) ) was greater than QMM(6)(V) by 7.5±1.5%. A theoretical analysis l9 of the extrema in the velocity dependence of Q(l2.6) in terms of the influence of the repulsive phases has shown that (Q(12.6) (v) ) should be identical to Q (6) (v) in the "thermal" or "low-velocity" region. The above results imply a velocity-independent bias in the MM approximation (even when applied to a monotonic potential).
An alternate approximation formula 20 for Q(s) is that of Landau and Lifshitz. 21 The LL formula is identical In the following section the three approximations are intercomposed. In the subsequent section a numericalgraphical illustration is presented for the case of a pure repulsive interaction with s= 12.
INTERCOMPARISON OF APPROXIMATION TREATMENTS
The standard expression for the cross section:
requires a knowledge of all the phase shifts 7J1(k). For a potential of the form of Eq. (1), the classical smallangle deflection function 24 can be expressed;
where E=~/Lv2, b is the impact parameter, and 
7J1= (/LC(S)/1i2) [ks-2/(l+i)s-l]f(s).
( 5) MM and LL employ the Jeffreys-Born OB) approximation (6) which yields a result identical with Eq. (5) 
They note that the principal contribution to the integral arises from the high-order phases in any case. The LL result is of the form of Eq. (2) with a coefficient given by
An alternate evaluation of the integral [Eq. (6) J can be carried out, yielding a somewhat preferable form, valid for s> 2. 
where
Transforming to cylindrical coordinates (z, cp, b) and integrating over cp, Eq. (9) yields (11)
Using the small angle approximation r2=b 2 +z 2 , (i.e., rdr=zdz at constant b), Eq. (10) yields '}'b= -~~~·)-[2·1"'r'(r::b2)IJ=-(17bhB (12) so that -'}'b is identified with the JB phase, obtainable as before from the classical small-angle deflection function. Thus QS (8) [Eq. (l1)J is identical with QLL(8) [Eq. (3')J, i.e., Ps(S) =PLL(S) =PSLL(S) (see Table I and s phases can readily be calculated,25 so that a "true" value of the cross section Qo can be computed. In order for the example to satisfy the semiclassical requirement of a statistically large number of phases, the velocity parameter must exceed some minimum value; for the present illustration it was such that over 100 partial waves were involved.
The following equations define the problem and give the particular conditions of the example. The symbols are those of references 16, 25, and 26.
Here The integrals, Eq. (14), were evaluated graphically for 0:::; Yo:::; 1.5; for Yo> 1.5, the small-angle approximation for the deflection function was used: 
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(17) Table II lists the numerical results. These approximate values should be compared with the "true" (partialwave calculated) value, Qo*. Unfortunately, the calculated Qo* was found to be quite sensitive to the accuracy of the higher-order phases, so that a range of values was obtained, depending upon different round-off procedures, etc. The "best" value (with the probable error indicated) is listed; it is not significantly different from the SLL result.
To extrapolate from this one example would be hazardous; however, a graphical presentation makes it possible to visualize the difference in the three procedures (yielding QMM*, QSLL *, and Qo*, respectively), and makes plausible the generality of this conclusion. ( = A FEN) ; the same value is obtained. This good agreement is obviously due to a compensation of errors in the SLL approximation: the "true" area DBN is well approximated by the sum of areas DCFG+GEN (=DCFEN) .
The difference between QSLL * and QMM* is accounted for almost entirely by the difference between areas FEI and 11K (also, compare CBH with HIL).
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The preceding sections have shown the equivalence of the Sand LL approximations and their relationship to that of MM. Since all can be derived from the same assumption (the classical low-angle deflection function) via the semiclassical equivalence relationship, the same dependence of Q upon C and v must follow. From the numerical-graphical illustration presented (for s = 12) it appears that the SLL approximation is superior to the MM formula, QSLL * agreeing (within an uncertainty of ±t%) with the "true" value, Qo*. It is seen that the principal source of the bias in the MM formulation is neither the error in the JB phases (for l~ L) nor the approximation sinl1JB:::l1JB(for l1!<t), but rather the "nonrandom" phases in the important region of 1 just below L, Le., where 1I'12~11!2t.
The evidence on the basis of calculations for the L-J (12, 6) potential has also been reviewed, and it is inferred that a velocity-averaged "true" cross section would differ from the SLL approximation QSLL (6) by less than ±1.5%.
The following procedure for analysis of cross-section data is therefore recommended. A plot of log Q vs log v is made, inspection indicating the velocity range over which the mean curve (averaging out the undulations) has a slope of -2/5. Over this range a plot should be made of the "apparent" value of the potential constant C app (6), calculated from the SLL formula:
C app (6) (erg cm 6 ) =5.676X1Q-aovQ6/2,
as a function of V-I (in such a plot the extrema are approximately evenly spaced 12 ) . The average value of C"pp(6) may be taken as the true value of C(6). For measurements with Maxwellian beams, the velocityaveraging has already been effectively accomplished, so that the influence of the repulsion has been largely removed; thus the value of C calculated by Eq. (18) should be close to the true value.
